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What is Design Thinking?

Design Thinking is…...

A creative problem-solving approach where we design 

solutions starting with people’s needs and desires

from IDEO



#1 Mantra of Effective Design Thinking

Fall in love with the PROBLEM, 

not your solution

Ann Mei Chang, Author, 

Lean Impact: How to Innovate for 

Radically Greater Social Good
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Steps in Design Thinking



3 I’s of Design Thinking



INSPIRATION IDEATION      IMPLEMENTATION 



• You don’t jump to the solution first (which is our nature) – rather you 

learn about and use tools to understand the problem first to build towards 

the solution

• You take the point of view of the user including - What do they really 

need? Why would they want to choose to use your product or service?

• You work in teams to ensure multiple cross disciplinary perspectives

• You test your ideas, iterate, prototype, refine and test again- minimizing 

upfront costs and ensuring maximum long term effectiveness

• Outcome: to design and implement the appropriate and maximally 

impactful solution together with the community you are serving based on 

their needs

Benefits of the design thinking 

process to your organization?





Power of Design Thinking

Make others successful

Embrace ambiguity

Source:IDEO

Talk less, do more

Learn from failure

Take ownership

Collaborate

Be optimistic



The Power of Empathy

Definition:



Walk a Mile in Their Shoes

Empathy

Personally experience the customer’s perspective

Seeing what people really do, not just what they say

Understanding why people say what they say



Empathy



To create empathy, you must get outside the building

Know who your product or service will benefit – and be sure it is 

what they REALLY want and / or need

 Don’t do it in a vacuum- go out and connect with the 

population you want to reach, employ, impact, sell to—sit 

with them in their community, create conversations, do 

focus groups, test your ideas with them!
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Empathy Means Knowing Your Why and the Why of Who You Serve

How do they align?

The story of Veronika Scott and the Empowerment Plan
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https://youtu.be/mo-kvh1w60w


Empathy Using The Five Why’s

Let’s use the example of why you work at your 

organization?



5 Why’s  exercise with everyone here

In pairs, ask the question:

Why do you work with the organization or in the sector 

that you work?

• Build on each question, listen to their answer and 

build on that with another why 

• Do in pairs 1 minute each

• Shareouts: What did you learn?

The 5 Why’s 



Design Thinking in Action…..



Design Thinking Goals



Another way to look at this



3 I’s of Design Thinking



Steps in Design Thinking

INSPIRATION <-----IDEATION ------> <--IMPLEMENTATION---><----- ------>







Our Ideal Vision of the Design Process



Reality…Design Thinking is a Messy Process



Design Thinking in Action

Embrace 

A project that was born at the Stanford d.School’s

class on Design for Extreme Affordability

The challenge: Design a solution that can be 

delivered for 1/100th of the cost of currently 

available solutions

Jane Chen’s TED Talk 28

https://www.ted.com/talks/jane_chen_a_warm_embrace_that_saves_lives?language=en


What was the inspiration for Embrace?

 What were initial steps that led to the idea?

 How and where did they observe the 

problems that led them to the early 

prototypes?

 What was the ROOT cause of the problem?

 How and why did they prototype?

 What did they learn from the prototypes?
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The Glaring Problem

20,000,000
premature and low birth weight 

babies born every year

4,000,000
neonatal deaths every year

1.2 million in India 

Anne Geddes

Hypothermia
is a major cause of death and 

illness

Premature Babies: Inspiration

INSPIRATION:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwidCkCmWg4


Observing the Needs:  Empathy & Inspiration
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Alternative Approaches: Ideation
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Ideation: Sourcing Ideas By Collaborating Across Disciplines

The Challenge: Create An Alternative Solution for “Less 

than 1 % of the cost of an incubator”

Jane Chen- Business

Rahul Panicker- Medicine

Linus Liang- Engineering

Naganand Murty

Stanford University d.School Class: Design for Extreme Affordability 

Embrace team is formed33



Another Approach: Ideation/ Prototyping
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Implementation: How it Works
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Shilpa

SVYM, Sargur

Implementation
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Implementation: The Phases of Social Innovation: 

Scaling
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Implementation: Organizational Structure –

Hybrid model

 Private: capital intensive manufacturing, 

distribution, R&D for new products

 NGO: Holds intellectual property, receives 

donations, free warmers to needy, educating 

parents on health issues to reduce infant 

mortality, monitoring and evaluation, takes 

equity in the private arm

Partnership with General Electric allowed Embrace to scale
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The Phases of Social Innovation: Systemic Change

Embrace Goes Global
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Design Thinking Applications

How and where can you imagine using design thinking processes in other 

solutions for social impact?



First Step in Design 

Thinking Process
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How to complete this for Embrace?
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Now do this in teams- 15 minutes
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Free resources to learn more about Design Thinking

IDEO. Org

Create an account on DesignKit.org from IDEO.org and find endless 

resources



Free resources to learn 

more about Design 

Thinking



THANK YOU!

Karen Henken

khenken@sandiego.edu

760 271 5413
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